Benedictine University’s Visiting Scholar in Catholic Thought

Join us for...

“Spiritual Practices of Leaders in Turbulent Settings”
Wednesday, February 10, 2010
7:00 p.m., Scholl Hall, Room 101

“The Seductions of Power and Leadership Distortion”
Thursday, February 11, 2010
12:20 p.m., Scholl Hall, Room 101

with

André L. Delbecq, Ph.D.

Andre L. Delbecq, Ph.D., is the director of the Institute for Spirituality and Organizational Leadership at Santa Clara University. The institute was created to explore issues of spirituality within the context of organizations by bringing together scholars and business leaders to inquire about the nature of spirituality and the role it plays in organizational dynamics.

Benedictine University’s Visiting Scholar in Catholic Thought brings to campus each semester a distinguished scholar who works within the Catholic intellectual tradition in order to raise awareness of the contributions of that tradition.

For more information, please contact Christine Fletcher at cfletcher@ben.edu.